Asset and Inventory
Management
Track and Reuse Assets Easily
With Intereum’s Asset and Inventory Management Program,
we precisely inventory items and analyze them to eliminate
obsolete inventory and reduce storage costs.

It is estimated that an industry average of 12% of assets are
ghost assets—items that are still on the book even though
they are no longer there or in an unusable state.

You have a significant investment in your assets and inventory, so
when your product is stored, it needs protection and management.
We can help you with receiving and inspection services—and all your
storage needs. With Asset and Inventory Management (AIM), we give
you the tools to avoid unnecessary purchases by viewing assets at
single or multiple locations, reserving assets and holding inventory,
creating standard or historical reports, and controlling inventory.
Program Attributes
The AIM software inventory usage and capabilities include:
• Access information 24/7
• Multiple levels of security access
• Designed for multiple users, warehouse locations, and
customer inventories
• SIF capable for inventory transactions
• Product reservation system
• Automatic update of pulled inventory
• National customer availability
• Robust search features
• Standard reports with detailed information
• Fully customizable report options
• Reservation and history reports
• Optional pictures of inventory standards
Real Results
Intereum partners with a large medical tech company with multiple
facilities in the Twin Cities area that relies on the performance of AIM
to ensure proper re-utilization of furniture and equipment. Over the
past year, we have stored $2 million in assets and they’ve been able
to re-utilize more than 50% of their assets in reconfigurations that
combined new furniture with current assets. This created $600,000
in savings by avoiding the expense of purchasing all new furniture.
Regular reporting and account support
provide an indispensable service to help
our clients make informed decisions on
how to be most cost efficient with their
projects.
Use our “Asset & Inventory
Management (AIM)” system
for controlled placement
of your items.

State-of-the-Art Facility and Service
Temperature Controlled
LED Lighting
32 Foot Clearance
105,000 Square Feet
Cross-Docking
Fire Suppression Systems

Vendor Consolidation
Fleet of Trucks
Carrier Partners
Protection from Dirt, Dust,
Damage
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Meet Thom
Thom is our Operational Services Sales Manager responsible for
handling our value added services offering. The Operations team
can provide total solutions for AIM storage, warehousing, installation
services, tear downs, panel cleaning, custom wood shop, design
services, project management and coordination. His logistics and
services experience position him uniquely to envision how we can
best continue to serve you.
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